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1. Introduction 
For the basic properties of Riesz spaces, we refer to [3]. 
Let {/n} be a sequence of elements in a Riesz space L. Then the sequence 
is said to converge relatively uniformly to f E L if there exists 0.;;;;; e0 E L 
with the property that for every e > 0 there exists an index no such that 
In- fl < E eo for all n>no. A subsetS C L is called relatively uniformly 
closed whenever fn ES (n= l, 2, ... )and fn --7> f (r.u.) implies f ES. These 
sets are the closed sets of a topology on L, called the relative uniform 
topology. This topology was introduced in [2], and many basic properties 
were discussed there. In particular, the relative uniform topology Tr is 
called completely sequential if for any S C L, f E S(-rr) implies fn--?> f (rela-
tively uniformly) for some sequence {In} in S. 
In § 2 we show that if the relative uniform topology is first countable, 
then it is not only completely sequential but also a vector topology. 
An example is given of a completely sequential relative uniform topology 
which is not first countable. Another example is given to show that the 
relative uniform topology is not always completely sequential. 
In § 3 we discuss the question of when the relative uniform topology 
is Hausdorff. In [2] it is shown that a necessary condition is that the 
Riesz space be Archimedean. It is easy to see that a sufficient condition 
is that the order dual L~ separate points. Recently LuxEMBURG and 
MASTERSON [l] obtained a generalization of the order dual by considering 
equivalence classes of normal integrals defined on order dense ideals. In 
Theorem 3.4 it is shown that if this generalized dual space separates 
points, then the relative uniform topology is Hausdorff. Theorem 3.5 gives 
a special case in which the neighborhoods of 0 in the relative uniform 
topology may be completely described. 
2. Completely sequential topologies 
Theorem 2 .1. If L is an Archimedean Riesz space and Tr(L) is first 
countable, then Tr(L) is completely sequential and a vector topology. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.5 in [2], if In--?> f(-rr), then there exists a subse-
quence {/m} of {/n} such that fm --7> f (r.u.). Hence Tr is completely se 
quential. 
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By Corollary 3. 7 in [2], 't'r is a vector topology if the mapping (f, g) 4 
4 l+g of L x L onto Lis continuous at (0, 0). Let {Un: n= 1, 2, ... }be 
a neighborhood basis of 0 such that Un+l C Un, n= 1, 2, .... Suppose V 
is a neighborhood of 0 such that U n + U n ¢ V for any n. Then for each n 
we have In, Un E Un and ln+Un ¢ V. By Theorem 3.5 in [2], we may 
select a subsequence {lm} of {in} such that lm 4 0 (r.u.). If {Um} is the 
corresponding sequence of {Un}, then Um 4 O('t'r). Then we obtain a subse-
quence {UJ} of this such that Ui 4 0 (r.u.). Then li+Ui 4 0 (r.u.) and 
li+Ui E V for some j. This contradicts the assumption that U1+ U1 ¢ V. 
Thus for any neighborhood V of 0 there exists a U n such that U n + U n C V· 
It follows that addition is continuous with respect to 't'r. 
Even if the relative uniform topology is first countable, it need not be 
locally convex. (See the discussion following Theorem 3.5.) Completely 
sequential relative uniform topologies need not be first countable. 
Example 2.2. Let X be a non-denumerable set and L the Riesz 
space of all real-valued functions I on X such that {x EX: l(x) ~ 0} is at 
most countable. Then the relative uniform topology is the topology of 
pointwise convergence. In particular, the topology is completely se-
quential, but not first countable. 
Clearly 't'r is finer than the topology of pointwise convergence, 1:, and 
the latter is not first countable. LetS be a subset of Land 0 E S(1:). Then 
there is an at most countable subset Y of X and a sequence of functions 
{In} inS such that {x: ln(x)*O} C Y and In 4 O('r). Now if L' is the set 
of all real-valued functions on Y, the topology of pointwise convergence 
on L' is a complete metrizable locally convex linear topology on L', and by 
Corollary 3.10 of [2], it is the relative uniform topology for L'. It follows 
that there is a subsequence {lm} on {in} such that lm 4 0 (r.u. in L). 
Thus 1: = l'r and the topology is completely sequential. 
Even if L is Dedekind complete, the relative uniform topology need 
not be completely sequential. 
Example 2.3. Let L be the Riesz space of all sequences with only 
finitely many nonzero terms. If {cxn} is any sequence of positive real 
numbers, define U(cx1, cx2, ... )={1 EL: ll(n)l<cxn, n=1, 2, ... }. 
i) Each U(cx1, cx2, ... )is a relatively uniformly open neighborhood of 0 
and the set of all neighborhoods of this type is a neighborhood basis of 0 
for the relative uniform topology. Let {cxn} be a sequence of positive real 
numbers and IE U = U(cxt, cx2, ... ). If {/k} is a sequence in L and /Jc 4 I 
(r.u.), then there exists a positive integer N such that n;;;;.N implies l(n)=O 
and /k(n) = 0 fork= 1, 2, .... It follows that the sequence {/k} is eventually 
in U and U is relatively uniformly open. 
Now let 1: be the topology generated by letting sets of the form 
U(cx1, cx2, ... ) be neighborhoods of 0. To show that 't'='t'r, we must show 
that if a subset S of L is relatively uniformly closed, then S is 1:-closed. 
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Assume to the contrary that for some set 8, 8 is relatively uniformly 
closed but not -r-closed. We may assume 0 if= 8 but 0 E S(-r). Let 
81={/ E8: f(n)=O, n;>2}. 
Since 8 is relatively uniformly closed, there exists iXI = inf {I/( 1) I: f E 81} 
and iXI > 0. (Set £XI= 1 if 8 = 0.) Now let 
82={/ E8: 1/(1)l<t£XI and f(n)=O, n;>3}. 
If there is a sequence {/k} in 8 2 such that /k(2) ---';>- 0, then we can select 
a subsequence {/J} such that /J(1)---';>- {h, lt'hl < fiXI. But then the sequence 
f E8, where /(1)=~1 and f(n)=O, n;>2, which is impossible. Thus 
iX2 = inf {1/(2) I: f E 82} > 0. 
(Set 1X2= 1 if 8=0.) We continue defining {1Xn} by induction so that at 
the m'th step, f E8, f(n)=O for n;>m+1 implies lf(n)l>i£Xn for some n, 
1<n<m. Let8m+I={/E8:f(n)=O,n;>m+2 and lf(n)l<f£Xn, 1<n<m}. 
Then, as above, there does not exist a sequence {/k} in 8m+l such that 
/k(m+ 1)---';>- 0 as k---';>- =· Set 
iXm+1= inf {lf(m+ 1)1: f E8m+1}, (iXm+l= 1 if 8m+I=0). 
Thus U(fiXI, fiX2, ... ) n 8=0, which contradicts the assumption that 
0E8(-r). Hence -r=-rr. 
ii) For this Riesz space the relative uniform topology is not completely 
sequential. By Theorem 3.6 in [2], we need only exhibit a set 8 which 
is solid (f E 8, lgl <Ill implies g E 8) and absorbing (g E L implies for some 
real £X> 0 that g E {38 for all ~>£X), but not a -rr-neighborhood of 0. If 
/EL, f=FO, define M(f) to be the number of n such that f(n)=FO. Let 
8= {tEL: /=FO, lf(n) I< ~(f)} U {0}. 
It is clear that 8 is solid and absorbing, but contains no -rr-neighborhood 
of 0 of the form U(iXb iX2, ... ). Thus l'r is not completely sequential. 
3. Hausdorff relative uniform topologies 
By Theorem 3.4 in [2] a necessary condition that the relative uniform 
topology be Hausdorff is that the Riesz space be Archimedian. On the 
other hand, we know by Theorem 4.2 [2], that if cp is a bounded linear 
functional on a Riesz space L, then cp is continuous with respect to the 
relative uniform topology. Thus if the order dual L- separates points in 
L, then the relative uniform topology is Hausdorff. Recently LuxEMBURG 
and MASTERSON [1] obtained a generalization of the space of normal 
integrals on a Riesz space by considering equivalence classes of normal 
integrals defined on order dense ideals. (An ideal I in an Archimedean 
Riesz space L is order dense if 0 =F f E L implies there exists 0 =F g E I such 
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that 0< lgl < 1/1.) The Riesz space T(L) thus obtained may separate points 
in L (i.e., for every Ooi= f E L there is an order dense ideal! and a normal 
integral q; on I such that f eland q;{f)o/=0) even if L~={O}. We show in 
Theorem 3.4 that if T(L) separates points, then the relative uniform 
topology is Hausdorff. 
The following lemmas are immediate. 
Lemma 3 .1. If L is a Riesz subspace of the Riesz space K, then the 
relative uniform topology on L is finer than the restriction of the relative 
uniform topology on K to L. 
Lemma 3.2. The relative uniform topology on a Riesz space L is 
Hausdorff if and only if f"'l {U + U: U is a -,;,-neighborhood of 0}= {0}. 
A Riesz space Lis said to have the principal projection property if for 
every O.;;;u, veL there exists Il(u, v)= sup {inf(nu, v): n=1, 2, ... }.In 
particular, a Riesz space with this property is Archimedean and a Dedekind 
complete Riesz space has this property. 
Theorem 3. 3. Let L be a Riesz space with the principal projection 
property, I an ideal in L, and q; a positive integral on I. Then for every 
O.;;;u eland positive real numbers£¥ and {J, {I eL: q;(Il((I/I-'-'-£¥U)+, u))<fl} 
is a relatively uniformly open neighborhood of 0. 
Proof. Let U ={f E L: q;(Il((ifi-£¥u)+, u))<fl}. Suppose fEU and {/n} 
is a sequence in L such that In---+ f (r.u.). Let flo=q;(Il((lfi-£¥u)+, u)). 
Then 15={1-{Jo>O. Now 
I1((111- (£¥-~)u)+,u) ± Il((ifi-£¥u)+,u). 
Thus for some n1, we have 
We may assume 1/- fnl <;;;£¥n,g, n= 1, 2, ... for some O.;;;g ELand sequence 
of positive real numbers {1¥n} such that £¥n---+ 0. Then q;(Il((g-nu)+, u)) ,j, 0 
and for some n2, n:>n2 implies q;(Il((g-nu)+, u))<lt5. Now pick na such 
that n > n3 implies 2.. n1 > n2. Then for n > na, we have 
1¥n 
Thus 
(ifnl-£¥u).;;; (111-(£¥- ~)u) +(1/-/nl- ~1 U )< 
< (I /I- ( £¥- ~) U) + ( £¥ng- ~1 U) · 
and 
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2~ 
cp(ll(l/nl-,xu)+, u)) <Po+ 3 < ,8. 
Thus f n E U for n > na and U is relatively uniformly open. 
Theorem 3.4. If Lis a Riesz space suck that T(L) separates points, 
then the relative uniform topology for L is Hausdorff. 
Proof. Since T(L) separates points, L is Archimedean. By Theorem 
2.3 in [1 ], L may be considered a Riesz subspace of a Dedekind complete 
Riesz space D (the Dedekind completion of L), where T(D) separates 
points in D. Thus by Lemma 3.1, we may assume that L is Dedekind 
complete and hence has the principal projection property. 
By Theorem 2.5 in [1] we know that there is an order dense ideal I 
in L and a strictly positive integral cp on I. Let 0 =!= f E L. Then there 
exists 0 < u E I such that u < I fl. Let cp( u) = ,8 > 0 and 
U ={gEL: cp(ll(l/1-!u)+, u)<,B/2}. 
By Theorem 3.3 U is a relative uniform neighborhood of 0. Now if 
k1, k2 E U, then 
ll((lk1 +k2l- fu)+, u) <ll((lkl-!u)+, u) +ll((lk21-!u)+, u), 
and 
But 
cp(JI((I/1- iu)+, u)) > cp(ll((u- iu)+, u)) =cp(u)=,8. 
Thus f ¢ U + U and the relative uniform topology on L is Hausdorff by 
Lemma 3.2. 
In general the neighborhoods described in Theorem 3.3 do not generate 
the relative uniform topology. The following result is one special case in 
which the topology is determined by these neighborhoods. Recall that 
a Riesz space is said to be universally complete if whenever {u.;: A. E A} 
is a set of pairwise orthogonal disjoint elements in L then sup {u.;A. E A} 
exists. (We know that any Archimedian Riesz space may be embedded 
in a universally complete, Dedekind complete Riesz space. [1]) 
Theorem 3.5. Let L be a universally complete Riesz space with the 
principal projection property. Let O.;;;u E L be a weak unit. If there exists 
a strictly positive integral on the principal ideal I generated by u, then the 
relative uniform topology on L is the first countable, vector topology generated 
by neighborhoods of the form 
u(n, m)= {tEL: cp ( 17( (111-! u) +' u)) < ~} ; n, m= 1, 2, .... 
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Proof. Let r: be the topology on L generated by neighborhoods 
U(n, m): n, m= l, 2, .... Then by Theorem 3.3 r: is weaker than T:r. In 
order to show r:=r:r it is sufficient to show that fn-+ O(r:) implies that 
there is a subsequence {/m} of {/"} such that fm-+ 0 (r.u.). Pick {/m} 
such that fm E U(m, 2m), m= l, 2, .... Let 
and 
Vm= sup {uk: k;;;.m}, m= l, 2, .... 
Then 
00 1 
q;(vm)< k~ q;(uk)= 2m-1" 
Since q; is strictly positive we have Vm t 0. Now let W1=U-V1 and 
Wm=Vm-1-Vm, m=2, 3, .... Then inf(wk,Wm)=O if k=!=m. Let 
Ym=mll(sup (1/11, ... , 1/nl, u), Wm). 
Then inf (gk, Ym) = 0 if k =1= m. Let g = sup gm, which exists since L is 
universally complete. "' 
Now if k<m, inf(wk, Um)=O and /I(ml/ml, Wk)<Il(u, Wk)<.gr.:. If k<.m, 
then /I(ml/ml, Wk)<kll(lfml, Wk)<Yk· Thus /I(ml/ml, wk)<gk, k= l, 2, ... ; 
and since sup {wk: k= l, 2, ... }=u, mlfml ..;;g, m= l, 2, .... Thus fm-+ 0 
(r.u.). 
Since r:=r:r is first countable, by Theorem 2.1 the topology is a vector 
topology. 
In particular, the conditions of Theorem 3.5 are satisfied by the space 
of all equivalence classes of measurable functions defined on the closed 
interval [0, l ]. This is an example of a Riesz space such that the relative 
uniform topology is first countable, but not locally convex. 
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